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JoSé luiS garcía ramón

On the Genetic Classification of  Ancient Greek Dialects: Comparative 
1Reconstruction versus Hypercriticism and Atomism at Work

Each fact is suggestive in itself. Together they have 
a cumulative force.

Sherlock Holmes to Dr. Watson

Summary

The genetic classification of Greek Dialects, i.e. the reconstruction of their pre-
history, is confronted with well-known difficulties. It goes without saying that 
dialectal classification is not necessarily connected with (or supported by) tribe 
migrations, nor must a reconstruction model depend on the archaeological data 
or on historical or mythical accounts. It is also generally agreed that linguistic 
reconstruction must be based on strictly linguistic criteria: a major problem aris-
es, however, when linguistic reconstruction leads to an interpretation which does 
not fit into the pattern or is in contradiction with facts stated by other disci-
plines.

Recently, attempts have been made to weaken the foundations of the recon-
struction of the prehistory of the dialects on the strength of a hypercritical ap-
proach: it has been argued that the basis for comparison is too thin, and that, in 
the best case, only common innovations may be significant for a genetic relation-
ship. This hypercritical position, which ignores the principle of the cumulative 
evidence and that of the lectio difficilior, leads, in fact, to atomistic explanations, 
which can hardly be considered progress. The aim of the present paper is two-
fold: on the one hand, to show on the basis of significant instances that the hy-
percritical approach, being as it is, based in apparently sound linguistic princi-
ples, may lead to absurd conclusions, as it is more than evident in the case of the 
interrelations of Arcadian and Cyprian. On the other hand, the case for the va-
lidity of the standard historical comparative reconstruction will be made for 
Thessalian and Lesbian.

1. It is not an easy task to make the case for some views on the classification of 
Greek dialects that have belonged to common wisdom since the beginnings of 
Greek dialectology. However, the fact is that attempts to deny any genetic rela-
tion between Lesbian and Thessalian, and the existence itself of an Aeolic group 
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Wolberg for her help to the elaboration of the manuscript.
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have persistently been reappearing in the past few years. The most recent attempt 
in this direction is that of Parker (2008), who assumes that both dialects have 
no historical connection either with each other or with Boeotian, and that they 
have no common ancestor other than Proto-Greek. Hypercriticism leads to some 
spectacular results (?), which deserve to be reflected upon at this point, and which 
I present in Parker’s formulation: 

“I find no good evidence for Lesbian, Thessalian, and Boiotian having any common an-
cestor higher on a stemma than proto-Greek itself”, whence “One consequence of this 
research is that the whole topic of ‘Aiolisms’ in Homer needs to be reexamined” (Parker 
(2008, 443, 460, n. 138 respectively).

Let us review the basic principles underlying the iconoclastic attempts to dis-
miss genetic reconstruction.1 It must be stressed that the principles, even when 
basically sound, may lead to wrong conclusions, if one operates with them in-
discriminately.

A first principle is that the linguistic analysis cannot depend on archaeology 
or history. One can only agree with Parker’s formulation: “(1) there is no neces-
sary connection between population groups and language; (2) there is no neces-
sary connection between material culture and language; (3) there is no necessary 
connection between changes in language and changes in population”.2 This is 
more than evident, but the question arises: Is it necessary, or simply acceptable, 
to ignore all the information history and archaeology may offer and, to propose 
a reconstruction of the prehistory which ignores (or is in contradiction with) the 
data of the Ancient Historians and/or the facts set forth by the archaeologists? 
More precisely: is the linguist allowed to give an explanation of the exclusive 
coincidences between Thessalian and Boeotian which openly contradicts (or sim-
ply ignores) Thucydides’ precise account about the arrival of the Βοιωτοί from 
Arne in Thessaly to Boeotia sixty years after the Fall of Troy, or the archaeolog-
ically well established rise of the Submycenaean culture in Thebes ca. 1150–1125? 
Or even worse: should one really dismiss the spectacular exclusive coincidences 
between Arcadian and Cyprian (some of them shared also by Mycenaean) on 
purely linguistic grounds, thereby ignoring, on the one hand, the Greek accounts 
of the arrival of Arcadians to Cyprus after the Trojan War as if they were fairy 
tales and, on the other hand, the archaeological connections stated between the 
Peloponnese and Cyprus at this time, and before, in the Late Bronze Age? The 
answer may be negative, even if the linguistic analysis would lead to the conclu-
sion that the coincidences between Thessalian and Boeotian in the first case, and 

1 An egregious case of hypercriticism at work is Bile, Brixhe & Hodot’s (1984) Manifesto, on 
which cf. García Ramón (2006).

2 Parker (2008, 435). The tenet “archaeologists base their dates on the reconstructions of linguists, 
who base their dates on the reconstructions of archaeologists” (Parker 2008, 455, n. 105) is actually 
no more than a play of words.
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between Arcadian and Cyprian in the second, are purely coincidental – what is 
certainly not the case (cf. section 6). 

A second tenet can hardly be more convincing at first sight: Migration is not 
the only way for linguistic change. A quotation of J. Nichols (Parker 2008, 436), 
speaks for itself: “three mechanisms by which languages spread: language shift, 
demographic expansion, and migration: (1) “Languages and dialects can spread 
into a new area without any major change in the population replaced by the in-
fluence of prestige dialects and languages, by shifts in territorial boundaries, by 
exchange networks, or by extensive bilingualism”, (2) changes may occur with-
out mass migration, (3) invasion is not the only option: alternatives: peaceful 
migration or slow infiltration, and each process might or might not leave traces 
in the archaeological record”. To accept this as a general framework does not 
imply that one may accept Parker’s assumption that linguistic change occurs 
“[…] more likely by the spread of innovations (isoglosses) than by population 
change” in all cases. Even if one agrees with Parker that “dialect contact can oc-
cur by migration, but more often diffusion of an innovation from larger popula-
tion centers to smaller ones and to more rural areas”, it is illusory to take it as a 
general rule in such cases where two linguistic areas, which are not in geograph-
ic contiguity, share unmistakable common features. In other words: How can 
diffusion work when there is an obvious geographic gap between two regions 
sharing common exclusive features, for instance Thessaly and Aiolis or Pelopon-
nese and Cyprus, which are separated by sea, or Thessaly and Boeotia which are 
separated by the regions of the Spercheios valley, Phocis and both Locrides?

2. The linguistic approach must, needless to say, operate with strictly linguistic 
criteria in order to establish the relationship between languages or dialects. It 
was assumed a long time ago (Adrados 1952, and others) that genetic relation-
ships may only be postulated on the basis of exclusively shared innovations. 
Parker’s formulation of the principle (Parker 2008, 440 ff.), not being original, 
is very clear and may be set forth in three tenets:

(1) “Only shared innovations show any relationship. Shared archaisms can-
not point to groupings nor can different selections from a common stock […] 
Choice from among alternatives tells us nothing”; 

(2) “For a shared innovation to provide any evidence, the innovation must be 
truly shared, that is, it must be genetic”; 

(3) “Even genuinely shared innovations may not always provide an infallible 
guide to preexisting dialect geography”. 

Obviously, these are ideal conditions, however, we must address again the 
question of whether the fulfillment of such exquisite prerequisites is really nec-
essary to assume a prehistoric connection between two dialects, which, being 
geographically separated, share a respectable amount of specific features in op-
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position to the dialects of the regions situated between them. Revisiting the prin-
ciples makes clear that they do not apply in all cases, or that they are sometimes 
simply wrong. 

As to (1), the tenet “only shared archaisms cannot point to groupings nor 
can different selections from a common stock” does not have a universal value, 
and turns out to be surely wrong in some cases. In fact, common archaisms or 
common choices may be conclusive when a given dialect A shows one (or more) 
archaism(s) or choice(s), which it shares with another dialect B spoken in a re-
gion situated far away, and these archaism(s) or choice(s) are actually breaking 
the dialectal continuum constituted by other dialects (C, D, E, F, …) spoken in an 
area surrounding A and having characteristically the innovations corresponding 
to the archaism(s) of choice(s) of A and B. 

A very characteristic case is that of Boeotian (A), which shows characteristic 
archaisms or choices against the neighbouring North West Greek Dialects (C, 
D,…) and Attic (E), and Euboean (F), namely the labial representation of labiove-
lars before /__e (*ke > pe ) or the use of patronymic adjective:3 the first feature 
reflects the normal treatment of labiovelars in a centum language without under-
going palatalisation before /e/,4 and the second may be considered an archaism. 
Their counterparts are the palatalisation of labiovelars and the use of genitive 
as a patronymic respectively, which are common innovations of a Central Greek 
continuum extending from North-West regions to Attica (and Euboea). The same 
applies for the representation ro/or of * in the context /C__C, which may be a 
choice, as assumed by Parker himself, as against ra/ar in Central Greece.5 

To sum up: the archaisms and choices of Boeotian in common with geograph-
ically far away Thessalian against innovations and/or diverging choices of Cen-
tral Greek dialects may not be dismissed. They break a relatively clear-cut con-
tinuum of innovations and would point by themselves to a Boeotian-Thessalian 
prehistoric connection, even if this would not be unmistakably suggested by the 

3 The coincidence may not be underestimated, even if the Boeotian evidence is scanty in the oldest 
texts and becomes usual first in the 4th c. and only in fixed contexts, as shown by Vottéro (1987).

4 As I have tried to stress (García Ramón 2004, 255 ff., n. 46), the labial representation of labio-
velars, being a banal development may have taken place independently and says nothing about ge-
netic connection between dialects.

5 The Boeotian three degree vowel system of the seuerior-type may be considered an archaism 
as against the mitior-type (four degrees: /ȩ̄/ and /ẹ̄/, /ǭ/ and /ọ̄/), as the result of the first compensa-
tory lengthening. The mitior-type is an innovatory isoglosse common to the continuum North-West 
regions, Attica and Euboea, which extended till the borders, the Corinthian region and Argolis (Rui-
pérez 1978); it may be assumed that it was also characteristic of the East Greek, Pre-Aeolic dialect 
spoken in Boeotia prior to the arrival of newcomers having a three degrees system and geminates of 
the type /RR/ (as Thessalian), i.e. the stage previous to the first lenghthening, as conclusively estab-
lished by Ruipérez (1972). Mycenaean Thessaly was conservative and retained geminates /RR/, as all 
Greek dialects in Mycenaean times, and a three vowel system. Parker (2008, 450 ff.) gives exactly 
the same explanation, without obviously having read Ruipérez’s paper. The narrowing of long vow-
els in Boeotian and in Thessalian has taken place separately (Bartoněk 1962).
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existence of a series of well-known specific innovations, which are not attested 
in the continuum, among others the numeral feminine ἵα ‘one’ (cf. section 4), 
thematic infinitive in *-e-men (type pheremen, perfect participle with *-ont-, 
the -σσα- aorist (type ὀμoσσα-) or γίνυμαι. These features are innovations as 
against μία, infinitive *pherehen and/or *pheren), perfect participle with *-oh- 
(or *-oh-/*-ot-), aorist ὀμοσα-, or γίγνομαι, which may be assumed for the 
prehistoric Central Greek continuum before the arrival of the Boeotians from 
Thessaly, which brought the innovations mentioned above.6

As to (2), the tenet “choice from among alternatives tells us nothing” is cer-
tainly wrong. Choices attested in dialects which are separated from each other 
may be relevant, as they may have been fulfilled as isoglosses shared in geographic 
neighbourhoods either in current times, or in prehistoric times, or simply go back 
to a common ancestor. This is obviously the case with Arc.Cypr. πος (Myc. /posi/), 
which go back to PGr. *póti, an inherited form beyond any doubt (Av. paiti ) vs. 
Att. Ion. πρός (PGr *próti: Hom. πρότι, Arg. προτ’, Cret. πορτι, also an inher-
ited form, cf. Skr. práti) or with 1st person plural WGr. -μες vs. EGr. -μεν.

At a prehistoric level, East Greek and West Greek are also defined by at least 
one choice, namely the generalization of 1st person plural -μεν in East Greek (IE 
*-me, originally a secondary ending) as against WGr. -μες (IE *-mes, the prima-
ry ending).

As to (3), it is true that strictures may occur even in the case of innovations. 
Parker’s opinion “even genuinely shared innovations may not always provide an 
infallible guide to preexisting dialect geography” is in fact more widespread than 
explicitly declared. Attempts to dismiss the importance of a shared feature be-
tween dialects not being in geographic contiguity, even if it is a shared innova-
tion, rely on arguments of different type, which deserve to be dealt with at this 
point in order to show their inconsistency.

3. The reasons often adduced to dismiss a shared innovation as not proving con-
cern either the nature and distribution of the feature (a-c), or the date and amount 
of its attestations (d-e), or both at the same time. 

(a) The innovation is not fully identical in all dialects concerned.
This is the case for secondary yod, which is assumed for Thessalian, Lesbian 

and Boeotian, in spite of the fact that the reflexes of the phenomenon are not the 
same in all three dialects, and even questionable in the case of Boeotian. The as-
sumption that the existence of differences in the last phase of a development ex-
clude a common starting point is obviously wrong: it is more than evident that 

6 The scepticism of Vottéro (2006, 132 ff.) about the relevance of these features is not convincing 
at all: -emen is not “dorien et NO”, the perfect participle *-()ont- may not be dismissed “evolution 
analogique attestée récemment”, nor may γίνυμαι because of an alleged “ancienneté non assurée”: 
both features are attested from the oldest Boeotian texts on. The aorist ὀμoσσα- is not mentioned 
by Vottéro. On feminine ἵα ‘one’ cf. section 8.
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a common development may have taken place to a certain extent, at a given 
phase, and that it has been followed at a later phase by diverging developments 
within every dialect. The question is whether a change /i/ > [j] is recognisable in 
some contexts, whatever its late evolution has been in the separate dialects. Some 
examples speak for themselves, e.g. in the context /CR__V): Thess. τρακαδι, τρα 
(: τριακάδι, τρία), Boeot. Δαματρος (: -τριος) allow for the recognition of the 
so-called ‘absorption’ of /j/ from /i/ in the context /CR__V). If the fact does not 
occur (or is not attested) in the dialects spoken in the regions between Thessaly 
and Boeotia in historical times, one may assume that the shared innovation (at 
least, in its first steps) points to a prehistoric connection between both dialects. 

(b) The shared innovation is attested anywhere else.
In this case, scepticism may be in order at first sight, but it hardly applies to 

all cases. A ‘Paradebeispiel’ is the thematic infinitive in -έμεν, which is regularly 
attested since the oldest dialectal texts of Thessaly and Boeotia (as in Homer), 
and does not occur at all in the dialects spoken in the area between both regions. 
The existence of the hapax π]ροϝειπεμεν in Creta (Lyttos; 5th c.), as against 
regular Cret. -εν, attested in a fairly prosaistic dialectal text, is doubtless a fact 
that must be explained: it may have come into being according to the same pro-
cess as that of Thess. Boeot. -μεν, or may have been imported from there at an 
early date; it may even be a parallel innovation, which was eliminated by regu-
lar infinitives in -εν. However, irrespective of how the instance of -εμεν should 
be explained, it may hardly invalidate the relevance of the shared innovation of 
Thessalian and Boeotian, which, moreover, is a fully regular feature. 

(c) The innovation is an “easy analogical change” (sic Parker 2008, 447), e.g. 
the creation of the -εσσι datives “that occurs in various dialects”.

The same would apply to Thess. Boeot. ἵα, Lesb. ἴα ‘one’, “regularization of 
the PGr paradigm, whence inconclusive” as per Parker (2008, 449), or to the 
athematic datives in -οις (type χρημάτ-οις) of the North-West dialects and Elean 
or to the perfect participle masculine in -()ont- of the Aeolic dialects. Accord-
ing to this logic, all could be ‘easy’ and all shared innovations, being obviously 
possible for the simple reason that they do in fact occur, could go back to a par-
allel, independent phenomenon. This tenet opens the door to wild arbitrariness 
and allows for the denial of any possibility of connecting coincidences, in other 
words, of integrating facts. 

(d) The fact is a recent one, or reflects a recent development.
The argument is misleading: the fact is that all dialectal inscriptions (and con-

sequently all features the dialectologist deals with) are from a considerably later 
date than that of the linguistic changes and dialectal connections they are as-
sumed to point to. Even the archaic inscriptions are several centuries later than 
the period of community to which one may attempt to trace back shared fea-
tures. It must be stressed that a recent form (due the date of the text in which it 
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occurs) may be, at the same time, the oldest one which is attested, and therefore 
the most important piece of the dossier. To quote a significant example, let us 
remember the well known development of secondary yod (/i/ > [j] in the context 
/R__V), followed by palatalisation, noted 〈νν(ι)〉, 〈λλ(ι)〉 et sim. in Thessalian, e.g. 
πρoξεννιαν, πoλλιoς (: Att. πρoξενίαν, πόλεως). The fact is attested already in 
one of the oldest texts, cf. the dative Πoλλιαδι in the lex sacra of the Argusa 
(6th/5th c.): to believe that both facts are of a “date relativement tardive pour 
l’essentiel” is certainly wrong.7 In other words, a form may be dismissed as ‘re-
cent’ only when it is attested, beyond any doubt, at a later date than another 
form which occurs in an earlier phase for the same content or function, for in-
stance, Attic dative plural -αις, which is recent as against all other allomorphs 
(-ασι, -ησι, -αισι, -ηισι attested in epichoric inscriptions) it has progressively re-
placed since ca. 420 BC.

(e) The feature is attested sporadically, or even only once.
This is, however, no compelling reason to dismiss it. An isolated form, if it is 

not due to an occasional error (e.g. a scribal error, provided that this does not 
reflect a phonetic reality!), may be extremely important. If the form coexists with 
a bulk of other forms, which are the regular ones, it must be dealt with as forma 
difficilior and be an inestimable archaism.8 A very different case is when the iso-
lated form is precisely the only form attested, i.e. the unus testis available: in this 
case, to say that it is isolated is openly misleading. 

These points, being more than evident, are often not taken into account, and, 
as an unavoidable consequence, important facts are not paid the attention they 
deserve.

4. A ‘Paradebeispiel’ of the indiscriminate use of the shibboleths ‘recent’ and ‘iso-
lated’ is the Boeotian numeral ἵα ‘one’, which is also attested only in Thessalian 
and Lesbian (in the psilotic variant ἴα). The form is mentioned as “attestation 
tardive […] archaïsme non assuré” by Vottéro (1994, 265), and explained as the 
“regularization of the PGr paradigm, whence inconclusive” by Parker (2008, 
449): both authors conclude that the form has no signification for genetic re-
construction.

The Boeotian hapax, namely genitive ιας [hiās] or [iās], occurs in a decree 
from Acraephia (Migeotte no. 16B, 8/10): δραχμαων πεντακις χιλιαων διακα-
τιαων εξεικοντα ιας ‘5.261 drachms’.

To say that ἵα* is attested only once, and not to say that there is no instance 
of μία at all in Boeotian is certainly misleading. Two facts must be stressed at 
this point: 

7 Bile, Brixhe & Hodot (1984, 183); their datation as “assignable au IVe siècle” is equally wrong.
8 An isolated form may have for the dialectologist the same importance as the lectio difficilior 

for the philologist.
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(a) The form, being of a relatively late date (3rd c., 2nd half), is, at the same 
time, the oldest form of the numeral attested, as the dossiers by Vottéro (1994) 
explicitly show.

(b) The form has, moreover, no counterexample and may, therefore, be con-
sidered the genuine Boeotian form, which should not be disregarded as a recent 
or anomalous one.

Whatever the explanation of the form is, Boeot. ἵα is not attested at all in the 
dialects of Central Greece: it occurs only in Thessalian and Lesbian, two dialects 
which are geographically far enough from each other as to make a common or-
igin more than plausible. Whether Boeot. (and Thess., Lesb.) ἵα, genitive ἱᾶς (: 
Hom. ἰῆς) is the result of a regularization of the Proto-Greek paradigm or goes 
back to a different formation than μία, μιᾶς may remain an open question, but 
this is obviously no reason to dismiss it, or to assume with Parker (2008, 449) 
that “the spread of ἴα forms no more unites Lesbian, Thessalian, and Boiotian 
than the spread of the μία forms unites Attic-Ionic, Pamphylian, and Doric”.9

To sum up: some of the strictures against the validity of dialectal forms for 
dialectal reconstruction deserve an open caveat. Their indiscriminate application 
could lead to a deformation of reality and, in last instance, a scepticism which 
can be presented as the result of too rigorous an approach, although it does not 
go beyond the limits of an iconoclastic jeu d’ esprit. 

5. Needless to say, this is not all meant to detract from the fact that linguistic 
analysis is the indispensable prerequisite for any attempt to reconstruct, at least 
in part, the prehistory of the dialects. This is possible on the basis of three prin-
ciples, which are in fact simply common sense.

(a) The contrastive approach is based on those features, and especially those 
forms, which are attested in the dialects concerned and which state significant 
coincidences and divergences. 

(b) The above-mentioned principle of the forma difficilior may not be under-
estimated. The coincidence of two (or more) dialects, irrespective of their being 
or not in geographic contact, in the case of anomalous forms speaks in favour 
of a prehistoric or historic connection that is stronger than coincidence in regu-
lar forms: the more anomalous the form is, the higher the probability is that the 
coincidence is not haphazard. 

(c) The principle of cumulative evidence, i.e. the taking into account of the 
whole evidence, is necessary, even if the facts, taken one by one, are not a defin-
itive proof by themselves.

9 Parker (2008, 448 ff.) assumes for Proto-Greek a paradigm with nominative *smía (: μία) and 
genitive *sās (whence *iâs: ἰᾶς) as the phonetic outcome of IE *séh2s (from *sm-éh2s with alleged 
dropping of /m/ in the context /s__jéH/: “The initial consonant cluster of *sméh2s was simplified by 
a PIE sound change to *séh2s (and so not subject to Siever’s law, which then became Greek *sās”). 
The assumed development is based on a phonological rule which does not exist.
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Needless to say, the validity of these principles must not depend solely on the 
information of ancient sources or the results of archaeological research; it may only 
be welcome if the linguistic reconstruction is actually conciliable with them. 

6. The validity of these principles may be checked in the case of Arcadian and 
Cyprian, two dialects attested in regions that are far away from each other: Ar-
cadian was spoken in Central Peloponnese in an area fully surrounded by West 
dialects, Cyprian in a remote island far away from the coast of the Peloponnese. 
It is a well-known fact that both dialects share a respectable amount of unmis-
takably exclusive common features (some of which also occur in Mycenaean) as 
against both Attic and Ionic, which are very similar to them in several respects, 
and West Greek dialects. It has therefore always been assumed that both dialects 
have a common ancestor spoken in Mycenaean times before the coming of the 
Dorians, and that after this breaking event a part of the speakers remained in 
Arcadia, whereas other moved to Cyprus (or rejoined speakers of the same or of 
a closely related dialect having settled in Cyprus in Myceanean times). Appar-
ently, this is not a universally accepted opinion. Parker mentions a personal com-
munication of D. J. Ringe, who “has found no secure shared innovations” in 
Arcado-Cyprian.10 How one could reach this conclusion simply escapes me in 
view of the available evidence.

Let us briefly consider the list of main Arcado-Cyprian isoglosses as presented 
by Morpurgo Davies (1992) in a paper of the highest methodological finesse, in 
which she dealt with the interrelations of Arcadian, Cyprian and Mycenaean.11 

Phonology
(1) -ti > -si in Arc. (τριακάσιοι), Cypr. (kasignēto-) [Attic but not Doric]
(2) -o > -u in Arc. (ἐγάμαντυ, ἄλλυ), Cypr. (genoitu) [not Attic] Myc. -o
(3) Apparent oscillation between a and o vocalism in the treatment of *, *, 

*, * (Arc. hεκοτόν, τέτορτος, τριακάσιοι, ἔασα, τέταρτος; Cypr. dwiyaka-
sias, amata, katerworgon) [fewer or no oscillation in Attic or Doric]

Morphology
(4) Gen. sing. of a-stems masc.: -ao > -au in Arc. (Δεινίαυ) & Cypr. (O-pe-le-

ta-u, Onasagorau) [most dialects -ao or derivatives; Attic -ου]
(5) Dat. plur. -a-, -o-stems: Arc. & Cypr. -αις, -οις [Ionic & early epigraphic 

Attic: -αισι, -οισι]
(6) Acc. sg. s-stems: -εα (rare) & -ην in Arcadian (Δαμοτέλην), -ēn in Cypri-

an (atelēn) [most dialects: -εα or contractions]
10 Parker (2008, 443, n. 40). The surprising conclusion Parker draws (“South Greek appears to 

have split, therefore, into four different dialects: Myc., Ark., Cyp., and Attic-Ion.”) will not be dis-
cussed here.

11 For the sake of clarity the table is reproduced with literally the same formulation of Morpur-
go Davies (1992, 422 ff.), although some details have been omitted.
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(7) Nom. sg. eu-stems: -ēs in Arc. (ἱερής), rare -εύς, -eus in Cyprian (basileus), 
rare -ēs (ijerēs)

(8) Nom. plur. article: Arc. & Cypr. οἱ [Doric τοὶ]
(9) Demonstrative: Arc. & Cypr. ὅνυ (and other pronouns) [ὅνυ absent from 

Attic & most other dialects] 
(10) 3rd pers. sg. middle: -toi (Arc. βόλετοι, Cypr. keitoi) [other dialects: -ται, 

Thess. -τει]
(11) 3rd pers. pl. act.: -an replacing n < *-nt as in Arc. ἀνέθεαν (but also ἄνε-

θεν), Cypr. katethijan [other dialects: -ν or -σαν or -αν]
(12) Athem. infin. in -(e)nai (Arc. δῶναι, Cypr. do(w)enai) [-μεν, -μεναι in 

Dor., Aeol.]

Preverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, lexicon
(13) Arc. ἀπύ, Cypr. apu [Attic ἀπό]
(14) Arc. ἰν, Cypr. in [Attic ἐν] Myc. e- /en-/
(15) Arc. ὀν-/ὐν-, Cypr. on-/un- [in compounds] [Attic ἀνά] Myc. a-na /an-/
(16) Arc. πός, Cypr. pos [Attic πρός]
(17) Frequent apocope of prepositions [absent in Attic]
(18) Arc. κάς, καί, Cypr. kas [other dialects: καί]
(19) -te adv./conj.: Arc. τότε, Cypr. ote [Attic -τε, Dor. -κα]
(20) Archaic ‘epic’ words (Arc., Cypr. αἶσα, etc.)
(21) Arc. ἱερός, Cypr. (h)iero- [Attic ἱαρός, Lesb. ἶρος]

Syntax
(22) ἀπύ, ἐξ normally construed with the dative in Arc. & Cypr. [Other dia-

lects, genitive].
To these one may add two further shared features, namely
(3a) Representation of *k /__ i, as a palatal /k’/ or as an affricate /ts/ sound: 

Arc. Nις, dat. oNεοι (: Att. τις, dat. ὅτῳ, ᾥ τινι), Cypr. si-se /t’is/ or /sis/, cf. Gloss. 
σί βολέ<αι>, and

(12a) Athematic inflection of the verba vocalia in -αμι, -ημι (cf. Myc. po-ne-
to /ponētoi/ vs. Att. πονεῖται).

Features (1), (10), (12a), (13), (16), (19), (21), and (22) are shared coincidences 
with Mycenaean. The bulk of the evidence consists of coincidences of very dif-
ferent value:

Some of the isoglosses are hardly conclusive for reconstruction purposes, 
namely (5), (6), (17), (20). Other are common with Attic and Ionic and may be 
traced back to the common stock East Greek, namely (1), (8), (12), (19), (21), to 
which also Mycenaean belongs, cf. (1), (19), (21).

Some other coincidences are also attested in the Aeolic dialects, and are by 
themselves not conclusive: this is the case of the representation of syllabic so-
nants (3), ὅνυ et sim. (9), the type ἀνέθεαν (11), the athematic inflection of verba 
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vocalia (12a) or ἀπύ (13); among them (3), (12a) and (13) are also attested in My-
cenaean.

In any case, there is a solid nucleus of features that are exclusively attested in 
Arcadian and Cyprian. Some of them are common to Mycenaean: -(ν)τοι (10), 
πός (16), Myc. /posi/, ἀπύ, ἐξ with dative (22) as against Att.-Ion. -(ν)ται, πρός, 
ἀπó, ἐξ with genitive. Other features are not attested in the Linear B tablets, al-
though this does actually not exclude that they may be traced back to the ‘Achae-
an’ group in late Mycenaean times: -o > -u (2), starting palatalisation of *k/__i 
(3a), genitive singular -ao > -au (4), the type ἱερής (7), ἰν (14), ὀν-/ὐν- (15) vs. Myc. 
-e-u /-ēus/, e- /en-/, a-na- /an-/, and κάς (18).

The evidence could hardly be more conclusive: the specific innovations would 
be enough to assume a common ancestor, and the bulk of the evidence completes 
a clear picture. Morpurgo Davies concludes from her inquiry that the tradition-
al reconstruction was correct:

“I have made a case for the validity of dialect reconstruction […] and I have 
argued that this is a necessary precondition for the spectability of classification, 
but I have said nothing about the reliability of the further inferences that lead to 
classification and from classification to ethnic and historical conclusions. That 
is another question and one for which some scepticism may well be in order” 
(Morpurgo Davies 1992, 431).

I cannot share Morpurgo Davies’s scepticism about classification. Needless 
to say, any attempt to determine the exact interrelations of both dialects in My-
cenaean times or their geographic extension is certainly hopeless. But that both 
dialects build a group within East Greek in the late second millennium some-
where in the Peloponnese is the only logical inference, once one admits that a 
migration from Cyprus to Arcadia, or an expansion from a starting point out-
side the Peloponnese are hardly conceivable. 

On the other hand, traditions linking Arcadia and Cyprus, and more specifi-
cally about Arcadians moving to Cyprus are also well attested. Duhoux (1983, 
52 ff.) gives a concise account of the essentials of historiography and archaeol-
ogy. Especially interesting is the information from Pausanias (8.5.2): he says that 
Agapenor, the leader of the Arcadian contingent in Trojan War, and his troops 
were turned off toward(s)/to Cyprus after the fall of Ilion. He founded old Pa-
phos and built a temple to Aphrodita. His daughter Laodice sent a peplos from 
Cyprus to Athena at Tegea (Arcadia): 

Ἀγαπήνωρ δὲ ὁ Ἀγκαίoυ τoῦ Λυκoύργoυ μετὰ Ἔχεμoν βασιλεύσας ἐς Τρoίαν ἡγήσατo 
Ἀρκάσιν. Ἰλίoυ δὲ ἁλoύσης ὁ τoῖς Ἕλλησι κατὰ τὸν πλoῦν τὸν oἴκαδε ἐπιγενόμενoς 
χειμὼν Ἀγαπήνoρα καὶ τὸ Ἀρκάδων ναυτικὸν κατήνεγκεν ἐς Κύπρoν, καὶ Πάφoυ τε 
Ἀγαπήνωρ ἐγένετo oἰκιστὴς καὶ τῆς Ἀφρoδίτης κατεσκευάσατo ἐν Παλαιπάφῳ τὸ 
ἱερόν· τέως δὲ ἡ θεὸς παρὰ Κυπρίων τιμὰς εἶχεν ἐν Γoλγoῖς καλoυμένῳ χωρίῳ. χρόνῳ δὲ 
ὕστερoν Λαoδίκη γεγoνυῖα ἀπὸ Ἀγαπήνoρoς ἔπεμψεν ἐς Τεγέαν τῇ Ἀθηνᾷ τῇ Ἀλέᾳ πέ-
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πλoν· τὸ δὲ ἐπὶ τῷ ἀναθήματι ἐπίγραμμα καὶ αὐτῆς Λαoδίκης ἅμα ἐδήλoυ τὸ γένoς· 

Λαoδίκης ὅδε πέπλoς· ἑᾷ δ’ ἀνέθηκεν Ἀθηνᾷ 
πατρίδ’ ἐς εὐρύχoρoν Κύπρoυ ἀπὸ ζαθέας.

The information, which may reflect the well established contacts between the 
Peloponnese and Cyprus during the late Bronze Age and the early Dark Ages, fits 
perfectly into the model of the linguistic reconstruction as outlined above. I must 
confess that, in spite of the fact that I highly valued the arguments of Duhoux 
(1983) and those by Morpurgo Davies (1992), I failed to understand the raison d’ 
être of insisting on the correctness of an interpretation proposed long ago and 
which is neatly preferable to any other alternative explanation. In view of the 
new attempts to dismiss the plausibility of the model proposed, it is more than 
evident that Duhoux’s and Morpurgo Davies’s contributions were necessary, and 
that, however, there is not much hope that atomistic scepticism will ever cease.

7. Let us finally to the question of the relationship between Thessalian and Les-
bian, which was recently denied once again by Parker within the framework of 
his wholesale rejection of the existence of an Aeolic dialectal group. A detailed 
discussion of the problem is beyond the scope of this paper, which will only deal 
with the connection between the two dialects. The main points of Parkers rejec-
tion could hardly be more explicit:

(1) “At no time during the early 1st millennium do we have evidence for at-
tacks, for the arrival of a new population group, or for any substantive change in 
ceramic production […]. At present we have no reliable archaeological evidence 
concerning the coming of the first Aeolians to Lesbos” (Parker 2008, 432).

(2) “They (scil. Lesbian and Thessalian) share no demonstrable common in-
novations, and nothing argues for a relationship between them. They are best 
viewed as two relic areas of a relatively unaltered early Greek” (Parker 2008, 
460).

(3) “We might consider Thessalian and Lesbian to be related conservative di-
alects, but nothing compels us to that view” (Parker 2008, 459).

The first tenet is an archaeological argument taken from Rose’s research 
(2008, 420, 401 ff.), to which Parker unconditionally adhers. Whether this view 
is preferable to that of the existence of an ‘Aeolic’ migration from Thessaly to the 
Aiolis as currently assumed – lastly by Hertel (2007; 2008) – is a purely archaeo-
logical matter, which, as Parker himself repeatedly stresses, may neither support 
nor invalidate a linguistic model of interpretation. Needless to say, I completely 
lack competence in this matter and have no contribution of my own to make to 
the current controverse.

On the basis of the alleged lack of archaeological indices and regarding the 
assumed lack of credibility of the ancient accounts, Parker (2008, 438 ff.) con-
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cludes that there are plenty of possibilities for explaining the origin of the Les-
bian dialect and that none of them has any chance of being plausible preferred 
to the others:

“I thus propose the following possibilities
a. Situation
1. The earlier inhabitants spoke any one or any number of non-Greek languages. 

They then adopted some earlier form of Greek (Proto-Greek) as their language of 
choice, which evolved into Lesbian locally.

2. The earlier inhabitants spoke any one or a number of non-Greek languages. They 
then adopted an already evolved Lesbian as their language of choice.

3. The earlier inhabitants spoke some other dialect of Greek. They then adopted Les-
bian as their dialect of choice.

b. Process
The earlier inhabitants, speaking whatever language or dialect, adopted Lesbian 

through:
1. language shift, involving a change in a political or cultural elite;
2. demographic expansion through changes in local population groups;
3. migration, colonization, diffusion;
4. invasion.
c. Source 
The earlier inhabitants, speaking whatever language or dialect, adopted Lesbian, by 

whatever process, from:
1. mainland Greece across the Aegean;
2. the Balkans across Dardanelles;
3. inland Anatolia.
One could easily point to other factors and possibilities. It is obvious from the forego-

ing list that, mathematically, we face a minimum of 36 scenarios (Aiolians invade the Troad 
from Thessaly/Boiotia; Proto-Greek arrives as a trade language from the north; a new prince 
brings Lesbian as a court language from the east, etc.). None of these scenarios has any 
linguistic superiority over the others. No solid evidence speaks for a spread (by whatever 
means) from the Greek mainland to the Troad, rather than the other way around, or for 
both Thessalian and Lesbian arriving from the north, or for both developing in situ.”

It is not easy to understand how the acceptance of an archaeological model 
would allow for, even before getting into the detail of the linguistic facts, to pro-
pose for these facts a set of countless possibilities, which are in fact a feast of 
confusion, in which everything is possible. This type of argumentation, with its 
rich imagination, leads to an amount of hypothesis which cannot be demonstrat-
ed nor disproved. In the end, it implies to renounce the proposing of an inter-
pretation, which could integrate facts and, more precisely, explain how Thes-
salian and Lesbian, two dialects not standing in contiguity, but separated by sea, 
could share a significant series of features. However, there is no reason to waste 
time on theoretical questions, once the taking into account of linguistic evidence 
makes evident that Parker’s linguistic tenet (2), namely that there is no recognis-
able common innovation common to Lesbian and Thessalian, is simply wrong.
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8. In fact, even if we leave aside for the moment the features (attested also in part 
in Boeotian), which are currently assumed to be common Aeolisms, it is beyond 
any doubt that Lesbian and Thessalian share at least one recognisable specific 
innovation (the adverbs in -τα), and another shared also with Boeotian (the aor-
ists of the type ὀμοσσα-).

(1) The temporal adverbs of the type ὅτα (corresponding to East Gr. ὅτε, 
ποτε, τότε and West Gr. and Boeot. ὅκα, πόκα, τόκα) have been attested up till 
now only in Lesbian, cf. και οτα κε α πολις ιροποιηται [...] (Nasos; 4th c.), οτα 
κε ταν θυσιαν [...] ποιεωσι (Eresos; 3rd c.).12 The corresponding formation in 
Thessalian was unknown for a long time, but ποτα (: Att. ποτε) is now well at-
tested in a decree of Crannon, which has not received the attention it deserves: 
ονα/λουσαντας τι κε ποτα γινυεται δαπαναμα (= Att. ἀνα/λώσαντας ὅ τι ἂν 
γίγνηται δαπάνημα) ‘once they have spend the expense which could result’ SEG 
31:572.8 (ca. 200).13 The Thessalian form allows for the assumption that a set of 
adverbs in -τα (ὅτα, τότα, like πότα) existed in the region and leaves no doubt 
about the existence of a common development, which is, moreover, an exclusive 
feature of Lesbian and Thessalian.

(2) The aorists of the type καλεσσα-, ὀμοσσα- (-V-ssa-), obviously an inno-
vation of the model of τελεσσα- (*teles-sa-),14 are currently considered a devel-
opment common to Lesbian, Boeotian and Homer, which was not attested in 
Thessalian. The occurrence of ομοσσαντ[ (GHW 5759.9), ομο/[σ]σαντες (GHW 
5740.5/6) in two unpublished decrets from Atrax (3rd c.),15 is evidence that the 
type in -σσα- was also a feature of the Thessalian dialect. Given the fact that this 
type of aorist is attested neither in Ionic-Attic, nor in North West Greek dialects, 
its occurrence in Homer can only be an Aeolism. In any case, the type ὀμοσσα- 
is an exclusive coincidence between Thessalian (and Boeotian) which may hard-
ly be explained as haphazard.

Once these facts have been stated, it goes without saying that the cumulative 
evidence of features shared by Lesbian and Thessalian as against East Ionian may 

12 For references cf. Hodot (1990, 140, 202), who mentions an occurrence of ὄτε (+ indicative) 
in a decree from Mytilene (4th c.) τα δε ιρα τα ο δαμο/ς [η]υζατο οτε εζ[επεμψε τοις αγγελοις. 
The author assumes that ὄτε is also a dialectal form and suggests temptatively that the existence of 
both conjunctions depends on the type of subordinate, namely ὄτα κε vs. ὄτε (Hodot 1993, 206).

13 Cf. García Ramón (1987, 105; 2007, 99 ff.). The conjunction ὅτ(α) may be also for Thessalian 
in the form oκκε (* ὅτ(α) κε: Att. ὅταν) + Conjunctive) in an unpublished inscription from Larisa 
(GHW 5765; 2nd c.) which has been kindly available to me thanks to Br. Helly (Lyon II, MOM): we 
read in line 2 [...] και οκκε πενψεσθειν μελλει [...] (Att. καὶ ὅταν πέμψεσθαι μέλλη).

14 The type ὀμοσσα- reflects in fact a distribution muster -Vss- / -V̅s-, which is attested in Les-
bian (Hodot 1990, 188 ff.) and in Thessalian (e.g. in GHW 5740 (ομο/[σ]σαντες .5/6 beside καταγο-
(ρ)ει σαντουν .7, εισασθα .9 [: ἡττᾶσθαι]), as well as in Hellenistic Greek; cf. for the data and ref-
erences García Ramón (2007, 99 ff.). This does not speak, however, against the antiquity of the Ae-
olic isoglosse.

15 Texts available thanks to the kindness of Br. Helly. The late forms ομοσαντες, κατασπασει 
(Phalanna; 2nd c.) turns out to be due to the influence of the Koiné. 
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quietly be invoked as a corroboration of what seems the most reasonable expla-
nation, namely the existence of a common Thessalian-Lesbian stock, i.e. of an 
element of Thessalian origin in Lesbian. Let us briefly remember some of this 
relevant features, irrespective of their being innovations, choices, archaisms or 
parallel developments. Some of them are at the exclusion of Boeotian, e.g. the 
conservation of sonant geminates (type ἔμμι), the athematic inflection of the ver-
ba vocalia (type κάλημι), or the adverbs in -τα. Other are shared with Boeotian, 
namely the labial representation of labiovelars before /e/, the representation of 
* as /ro/ (Lesb. βρόχυς, Thess. NW Μροχō), the numeral ἴα (μηδε-ία, Thess. 
ἵα), the perfect participle in -ont-, the aorist in -σσα- (type ὀμοσσα-), or the ath-
ematic dative plural in -εσσι. Some differences between Lesbian and Thessalian 
may be due to the Ionic influence, e.g. the assibilation of (-)ti(-), the genitive sin-
gular in -ω (from *-oso, also the ancestor of Ion. -ου), the thematic infinitive in 
-ην (from *-ehen: Ion. -ειν) or ἶρος (*ἰρός) as against Thess. (-)si(-), -oi(o), -εμεν, 
ἱερός respectively (García Ramón 1975, 97 ff.).

9. The facts just mentioned completely undermine any credibility to Parker’s te-
net (3), namely that Aiolis and Thessaly are “two relic areas of relatively unal-
tered early Greek”. Needless to say, Lesbian and Thessalian (as many other dia-
lects) do actually retain some archaic features of Proto-Greek: this is common 
wisdom. In any case, there is a point which has not received the full consider-
ation it deserves: Lesbian has retained some Proto-Greek inherited archaisms, 
which may be traced back to a period when the first Greeks came to Nort West 
Anatolia, already in the middle of the 2nd millenium, namely (1) *isró- ‘holy’ and 
(2) the infinitives in -μεναι.

(1) The inherited form *isró- (Véd. iṣ-i-rá- ‘strong’, with secondary -i-) is an 
Indoeuropean archaism preserved in the northern coast of Asia Minor: EastGr. 
*is-eró- (ἱερός) and WestGr. *is-aró- (ἱαρός) are divergent innovations,16 which 
coexisted originally with *is-ró- before replacing it. Lesb. ἶρoς ([ros], with psi-
losis) cannot be the phonetic outcome of *is-eró- or *is-aró-, nor can it be ex-
plained as the reflex of PGr. *is-ró- within Lesbian itself, as this should have 
given Lesb. *ἶρρον, with a geminate, not with [ī]. The Lesbian form may there-
fore only be due to the influence of Eastern Ionian, which has ἰρός ([īrós], also 
with psilosis), the actual phonetic outcome of *is-ró-.17 The Lesbian form, in spite 
of its being not the direct outcome of *is-ró-, points unmistakebly to its existence 
in Aiolis and in Ionia. 

16 EastGr. *is-eró- follows the pattern of the Caland-system, WestGr. *is-aró- is analogical to the 
adjectives in -αρό- within a subsystem adjective -αρό- (-aró-) : present -αίνο/ε- (*-ano/e-), as per 
García Ramón (1992).

17 The influence of Ionian on Lesbian belongs to common wisdom since the path-breaking pa-
pers by Porzig (1954) and Risch (1955). It seems reasonable also to Hodot (1997, 395, n. 10: “il serait 
excessif de nier toute influence réciproque entre les deux domaines voisins”).
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(2) The Lesbian dialectal infinitives of the type (º)δoμεναι, (º)θεμεναι (only 
in short monosyllabic stems as against προσταν, ομνυν, σχεθην: Att. προ-στῆ-
ναι, ὀμνύναι, σχεθῆναι, according to a secondary regulation within the dialect) 
obviously match Hom. δόμεναι, θέμεναι, ἴδμεναι. The attempt to explain the 
Lesbian infinitives as a conflation of ‘Aeol.’ -μεν and Ion. -ναι is clearly an ad 
hoc one. Lesb. (º)δoμεναι, (º)θεμεναι, like Hom. δόμεναι, θέμεναι, ἴδμεναι point 
unmistakebly to Ved. dmane, vidmáne, whatever the explanation of final -αι in 
Greek could be.18 We can safely assume that he infinitives in -μεναι were one of 
the several infinitival formations in Proto-Greek, which have survived in Lesbi-
an in a concrete, closely defined type of stems as the result of a process of redis-
tribution within the dialect. In the epic language, the infinitives in -μεναι have 
been extended to all types of verbal stems, including the thematic ones.19 

10. On the basis of the preceding remarks we can give an answer to the threefold 
question posited by Parker for Lesbian and its (pre)history, namely about (a) 
situation, (b) process, and (c) source: 

(a) The earliest Greek inhabitants of Lesbos spoke some earlier form of Greek 
(Proto-Greek), in which some inherited archaisms were retained (section 9).

(b) This Greek dialect was configured as what we call ‘Lesbian’ during its (pre)
history by (i) the assimilation of Aeolic features coming from Thessaly and/or 
Boeotia, and by (ii) the influence of neighbouring East Ionic (section 8). Need-
less to say, the Lesbian dialect, as reflected in the epigraphic texts, is also the re-
sult of internal developments independent from their prehistory and from their 
neighbours. 

(c) The Aeolic elements could only have come from Aeolic Thessaly (and, less 
probably) from Aeolic Boeotia by migration or colonization (other possibilities 
are hardly conceivable for regions separated by the Aegean). 

11. To sum up: Hypercritical approaches to the reconstruction of the prehistory 
of Greek dialects, being based in apparently sound linguistic principles, lead in 
fact to atomistic explanations, which can hardly be considered a progress, if they 
ignore the principle of the cumulative evidence and that of the lectio difficilior. 
This is more than evident in the case of the interrelations of Arcadian and Cy-
prian. On the other hand, I have tried to make a strong case for the validity of 
the standard historical comparative reconstruction for Thessalian and Lesbian. 
Parker’s hypercriticism exemplifies how the straightforward, mechanical appli-

18 On the Indoeuropean background of these infinitives (and of Vedic quasi-infinitives), cf. Gar-
cía Ramón (2009).

19 Cf. Hom. (º)δόμεναι, (º)θέμεναι, as well as στήμεναι, ζευγνύμεναι, and aorist δαμήμεναι, 
πειρηθήμεναι, perfect ἴδμεναι, ἑστάμεναι (no instance of εἰδέναι, ἑστάναι), also thematic ἀμυνέ-
μεναι, future ἀλεξέμεναι, aorist ἐλθέμεναι, ἀλαλκέμεναι. They coexisted with other formations, cf. 
δόμεν/δoῦναι, θέμεν/θεῖναι and στῆναι, present ζευγνύμεν, aorist πειρηθῆναι etc.
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cation of principles, which are not intrinsically absurd, may, in spite of the au-
thor’s obvious good knowledge of Greek, lead to absurd conclusions.
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